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Background 
Modern Vibrator control systems can report various sweep attributes and statuses for every vibrator 

and every sweep. This allows for past acquisition QC and statistical analysis of vibrator performance 

over time.  

Unfortunately, there isn’t much software that takes advantage of this. VAPSDB3 is a solution. 

 VAPSDB3 resolves many of the limitations and shortcomings of the earlier package –VAPSDB2, and 

adds some new features that assist with QC of newer acquisition modes. 

It currently only handles Sercel data sets, but will be expanded to handle others in the future. 

 

Cautions 
Whilst I believe the results are true and correct, you the user are solely responsible for the correct 

interpretation of results and for any losses incurred in using the program. 

 

Installation 
All files should be placed in a single folder of your choice. Under Windows 7/8/10 make sure it is a 

folder that can be written to by the application. This is usually not a problem, but some corporate 

preventers of IT place limits on users. 

A licence key is required.  

If, on starting the program, you receive a message about a missing DLL (MSCVR110.dll) then you will 

need to download and install Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2012 Update 4 from this 

link: https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/download/details.aspx?id=30679 

Select the 32 Bit version - VSU_4\vcredist_x86.exe 

On first run, you will be notified that there is no Key file found: 

 

Follow the instructions to generate an .REQ file that you then send to me. (This file is generated in 

the same folder as the EXE.) If I consider you a worthy user, I will provide you with a key file, which 

you place the same folder as the EXE. 

Note: In the event of a system upgrade (OS) it is possible that the Key file will be reported as invalid. 

In this case, delete the files VAPSDB3.SMR and SM_Registration.REQ, start the program and 

generate a new REQ file which you send to me. 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/download/details.aspx?id=30679


Using the Program 

After receiving your key file, on first starting the program you will see this: 

 

Click OK to continue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Creating a new Database 
The First thing to do is create a new Project Database 

 

 

This will bring up the following dialog: 

 

All entries except for the two indicated are optional, but highly recommended. They can be updated 

later if desired.  

The entry ‘High Vib’ specifies the number of vibrators that the database will be created for. It can be 

up to 64. There is no problem in specifying more vibrators than you have on crew – in fact it is 

recommended. But the more you specify, the larger the database. So, if you have 10 vibs, there is 

little point specifying 32, but it would be wise to specify 12 or 14 in case of crew expansion or 

swapping out of vibs for maintenance. If you specify less vibs than you have, data from the higher 

number vibs will not be loaded – you receive a warning though. 

You can specify a logo of your choice by clicking on the rectangle below the ‘High Vib’ entry. 



Logos are loaded from the “Logos” folder that is a sub folder of the one you placed the VAPSDB3 

application in. You may create your own logo if you wish. Logos can be JPG, PNG, BMP or ICO files 

and should be kept small – They will be displayed at a maximum of 100 x 50 pixels, so there is no 

point using large images. Any that are larger than 100x50 will be resized when displayed, which may 

result in loss of detail. 

 

A note on PRJ Files 
PRJ files are associated with Shape files. The PRJ file contains, unsurprisingly information relating to 

the projection. In our case, we always output UTM, but the Shape file itself does not specify the UTM 

zone, or if using something other than WGS 84, the information required to place the points 

correctly on a map. This is where the PRJ file comes in.  

If your project coordinates are WGS84, then you can create a PRJ file from the UTM zone you are 

working in.  

If however, you are working in an area that uses a different datum (Oman for example uses PSD93 

and Egypt has various ‘Belts’) then you should talk to your survey department. They should be able 

to provide a PRJ string that you can paste into the text box. Then specify “User String” and that will 

be used for any shape files generated. 

If you don’t want a PRJ file generated, then un-tick the box. 

 

It should look something like this when complete. 



Click OK to bring up the Vibrator Info page: 

 

Here you specify details of each vib on crew. BP Mass and Area are required to correctly calculate 

stiffness and viscosity from the reported values. The commonly available vibs are listed for 

convenience. Click ‘All’ as indicated, then any of the Vib type buttons. 

 

Here we have specified all vibs as 362s. You can click on a cell and edit it if your vib type is not listed, 

or you can use the Custom box in the bottom right. When satisfied, click OK. 

You will see a message saying that your database has been created. 



 

Click OK to return to the main form. 

 

 

 

Limits 
You should verify that the limits set are correct for your operation. 

Limits are available from most of the result display pages, and from the main startup screen: 

 

 

 

  

As stated on the form, limits apply to everywhere. If deviating from contract specifications,you 

should consider the implications carefully. Producing a ‘clean’ display is not necessarily QC!. 

For convenience, limits can be saved and loaded usingthe menu options at the top. 

 

 



Selecting Existing Databases 
Any number of Project Databases can be created, only limited by available disk space. 

To select an existing database, click ‘Select Project’ 

 

 

The available Databases will be shown in the box on the left 

 

If you single click on any of the available, then information pertaining to that Database will be 

displayed. If it is the one you want, click OK, or double click on the entry in the list. 

All settings for that project will be restored and you can access the data immediately. 

 

 



Transferring Databases to another Computer 
Since each Project Database is a separate entity (file), it is east to transfer a project to another 

computer with a registered version of VAPSDB3. 

The database files are found in the ‘Projects’ Folder that is created in the same folder that the 

VAPSDB3 executable resides in. 

The Root folder should look like this: 

 

Navigate to the Projects folder: 

 

You will see you project listed, with extention .sqlite There might be other files with extentions of 

.sqlite-shm and .sqlite-wal, if so you will need these too. If they are not present, don’t worry. 

Copy all the files related to your desired project to the new computer and into the Projects folder. 

Start VAPSDB3 and select the project. You can now access the data. 

 

 



SPS 
For the Patterns display function to work, the program, needs to know the planned position of each 

COG. In other words, you need to load SPS. 

 

 

Clicking SPS will bring up this dialog: 

 

 

In most cases these days, SPS V2.1 will be available, but I have found that 

many crews have an almost religious objection to supplying Client Reps 

with up to date SPS. But they seem to have no problem providing the 

Setout files. 

So, the program has the ability to load standard SPS files, or extract planned 

source point information from Setout files. 

A basic check is done on SPS version. If V2 is specified for example, but the 

File Header entry specifies V2.1, then 2.1 will be used. This allows you to 

mix formats to some extent, but is not recommended. 

 

 



 

 

In some operations, the survey block extends across UTM Zones. In this 

case, you might need to reproject provided coordinates 

This doesn’t happen often, and it is best if correct coordinates are 

supplied by the crew’s survey department. 

But it is supplied as a last resort. 

 

 

 

 

 

Click Select & Load to select your files and begin the load. 

You can Cancel, but cancel only takes effect after the current file has been processed, so there might 

be a small delay. 

Erase SPS does as it suggests. All currently loaded SPS will be deleted from the database. 

 

 



Loading Data 

 

Click Load to bring up the Data Load Dialog: 

 



As with VAPSDB2, you need to specify the year for the data you are loading. This may change in 

future versions and use the GPS Timestamp, but it gets complicated due to local time zones and end 

of year. 

The options are fairly clear.  

However, if you select ‘Ignore Points Outside Block Extents’, you must be sure that you have set 

these correctly when creating the database (or you have updated them later. In most cases, this 

option is not required, but can be useful if tests have been run off block for example. 

Load Duplicate Files is useful if incomplete VAPS files had been previously loaded. New data will be 

added to the DB, but existing will not be affected. 

For anyone used to VAPSDB2, data loading is much, much faster. 

 

When you click Start, simply select the files you wish to load and they will be loaded into the 

Database. If loading many files, there may be a delay at the end before the program is ready. 

A message appears in the bottom right status bar panel saying ‘Wait for DB Ready’ 

The database is updating indexes and things during this time. When it is finished, you can continue 

with further actions. 

 

If you did not specify enough vibrators when creating the database, you will receive a message like 

this: 

 

If you see this, you probably need to recreate the database (IE make a new one) and reload your 

data. Unless of course it was deliberate. 

 



Common Features 
Some features are common to all the displays generated: 

Right Click 
 

Right click on any display and a menu similar to this will appear:  

 

There may be other, display specific options, but all displays can be output as a file (KML, PDF or 

PNG) or copied to the clipboard. 

 

DB Range 
The available date range of data in the DB is displayed in the bottom status bar 

 

 

Listing File Names 
This is a convenience feature so that you can output consistently formatted file names. 

If you would prefer to enter a file name every time you list, then use the option “Set Blank” 

This dialog is available from every results display screen. 

 

 

 

Clicking on Options brings up this dialog: 



 

Double click on an entry in the “Available” List to add it to the “Selected” List. Use the up and down 

arrows to reorder the entries to suit. 

 

Other Settings 
All display pages have a settings menu selection to specify display specific colours and settings. 

  

All settings pages are similar to a large extent, but each one is specific to the display. 

Resetting Form Sizes and Positions 
Starting with Build 1367, Form positions and sizes are saved, so you don’t have to resize things every 

time you use the program. If for some reason this gets messed up (it shouldn’t, but….) then you can 

reset all the form positions here, exit the program and restart. They should all then appear in the 

middle of your primary monitor when called up. 

 



Status Codes 

 

 

This entry is available in several places in the program. It simply displays a list of status codes and 

their meaning as I find it difficult to remember them all, and it is tedious to look them up in the 

manual when I need them. 

 

 

 



Daily Stats 

 

The Stats display provides a graphical summary of statuses for each vibrator for the specified date 

range. Typically only one day is wanted, but you can select any range you wish, up to the full range 

of dates include in the database. 

The initial display is of General Stats, providing 

an overview of vibrator in/out of spec over the 

selected range. 

Averages, medians, differences, warnings, 

statuses and Navigation Statuses can be 

displayed, as well as a custom, user defined 

display. 

You can specify the number of panels across – if 

you have a big screen for example, you can have 

more. 

The dialog is moveable and resizable. 



 

The results page can be resized and/or moved, Colours adjusted (see later) 

 

 

 



You can switch between graphic and numeric results using the buttons shown: 

 

Numeric results will be shown for the option selected. As with the graphic display, numerics will be 

updated as you change options. 

 

 

Listing of Results 

 

Results can be output as Text, CSV or XML by clicking List in the top menu bar. 

If selecting Text, the results will be shown immediately in Notepad, for the others, it will depend on 

the “Open Listing After Create” selection in Settings. 

 



Stats Settings 

 

 

 

 

The setting dialog is fairly obvious, so doesn’t warrant much discussion. Setting changes are applied 

to the currently displayed results immediately. You can move the settings dialog to anywhere on the 

screen you desire. 



 

You can create quite colourful displays if you wish. 

 

Stats Custom Displays 

 

 



The setup appears quite intimidating, but is easy enough to use. 

Attributes and statuses are grouped in boxes as shown. 

Simply double click on one to add it to the output box on the far right. 

 

Use the Green arrows to move a selected item up or down in the list, and the red X to delete an 

item. When you are happy with your selection, enter a descriptive name in the Custom Name box 

and Click apply. You can use the Load and Save Buttons to save or load setups to disk. 

 

 

Your Custom Display will be shown when you click Custom 1 as indicated 

 



 

The selected attributes will be displayed with the name specified 

 

 

 

 

 



Time Status 

 

Time-Status can display results in two ways – 

 Single Vibrator with all Statuses 

 All Vibrators and a single status 

This way you can identify issues that apply to all vibrators, indicating field conditions or see if there is 

something specific to only one vibrator, indicating a problem with it. 

 

Select the desired day and click Load 

 



 

 

The initial display is the lowest vib that is available, with all its statuses displayed by time. If the crew 

is not working 24 hours, then you can adjust the displayed range: 

 

 

 

To display All Vibrators Click ‘All Vibs By Status’: 

 

The Status Selection Box and Max Vib Selection becomes active 

 



 

Here we see that Vib 6 had some sweeps with Average Force Out of Spec. As the other vibs did not, 

the issue is related to Vib 6 alone. 

 

Listing 

 

You can produce a listing of out of spec sweeps for a specific vibrator by clicking List and selecting 

the option you want. You will be prompted for a file name, and the output will be generated and 

displayed. The XML option produces a file that is directly compatible with MS Excel. 

 

 

Here For Vib 6, errors are highlighted. If the point was reshot, it is indicated on the right. 

Future versions may expand on this to show results from all vibs. 

 



SlipSweep 

 

 

The SlipSweep section allows you to examine the time and distance relationships in SlipSweep 

operations.  

The three modes are: 

 Plain SlipSweep 

 DS3 

 DS4 

 

The parameters for each can be set from the top menu selections as indicated. 

 



 

                      

                Plain SlipSweep Slip time              DS3 Settings 

 

 

DS4 Rules 

DS4 is the only one that warrants discussion. 

 

From the Sercel 428Xl User Manual 1: 

 

 

 

 



 

VAPSDB3 allows you to enter rules in much the same way, except that VAPSDB3 expects times to be 

in milliseconds. 

Rules can be defined and saved for a later date (or historical reference). 

Rules can be edited and updated. Up to 30 segments can be defined for each rule. 

Click on a cell to edit or enter data. 

 

A single click on one of the stored rules will load it for editing. 

A double click will load it and make it the current rule, closing the selection dialog. 

You can save and load rules to disk for sharing or archiving as desired. 

Delete will remove the selected rule form the database. 

New clears the table, making it ready for data to be entered. 

 

When you click ‘Close/Apply’ the currently displayed rule set will be stored internally and used for 

DS4 calculations. The rule is not saved in the database unless you click ‘Save (DB)’. It will remain the 

current rule though until another is defined or selected. 

 

 

 



 

Results from, a DS3 operation 

 

 

Results from, a DS4 operation 

 

 



SlipSweep Colours 

 

You can configure the results as you desire 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Patterns 

 

The Pattern displays allow you to see where the resolved COG is in relation to its planned location. 

SPS must be available for this to work 

 

Select the desired range and Click Load. 

The range will be loaded and displayed, with all Line/Point Pairs listed 

in the first box, and out of spec points in the second. 

 

 

 



 

 

Display limits and the error radius can be set as desired. Any changes 

require clicking the ‘Update’ Button. 

 

Note that currently, the Grid Spacing settings have no effect. The grid 

is set automatically. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To see a single VP: 

 

In this mode, you can select a Line/Point Pair from either of the lists and it will be displayed 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Histograms 

 

Histogram 1 
Histogram 1 shows an overall summary of points out of spec by Fleet and the total offset 

distribution 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Histogram 2 
Histogram 2 breaks down the offsets in to the X and Y directions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Array Size and Azimuth 
This is only useful if more than one vib per fleet of course. 

 

 

 



Pattern settings 

 

Colours can be adjusted for any of the result sets to suit your needs or imagination. 

 

 



Pattern Out of Spec Listings 

 

The usual options are available. The outputs are equivalent, except for Shape files which obviously 

won’t contain all the information. 

An XML (Excel Compatible) result shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Areal 

 

 

 

Click Load to load your desired Range. 

 



 

 

Scales 

 

Right Click anywhere on the display and select scales 

 

 

A box like this will appear and you can set scales as desired. 

Apply will replot the data with the new scales, but not close the dialog. 

 

Experiment with the usage. 



Colours 
Colours are also available from the right click menu, or from the top menu 

 

 

 

Colour selection and Scales can be moved to anywhere convenient, and can be open at the same 

time. Quite interesting displays can be generated by adjustment of scale and selection of colours. 



 

 

Additional colour maps may be available in future versions. 

 

Polygons 
It is possible to define polygons to be drawn over the areal display. 

This can be useful for showing boundaries or exclusion zones. 

 

 

Click ‘Polygons’ at the top of the screen 



 

Any previously defined polygons will be listed. Click on any one to edit it, or New for a new shape. 

 

 

Here, editing a Circle shape. Rectangles and Circle shapes can be filled, with a user defined 

transparency. Line segment shapes, even if closed cannot. 

The shape name is not currently drawn. This may change in future versions. 

Shapes can be selectively shown or not. Here all are selected. You can deselect any you don’t want. 

Coordinates can be pasted with the Paste button. 

For pasting of coordinates,  



Rectangles should be in the form of: 

Top Left X, Top Left Y 

Bottom Right X, Bottom Right Y 

Circles should be  

Centre X, Centre Y, Radius 

And Segments: 

Easting, Northing 

Easting, Northing 

. 

Easting, Northing 

The separator can comma, space, tab, colon or semicolon, IE these will all work: 

310395,2015596 

320395 2015596 

320395:2005596 

310395;2005596 

310395  2015596 



New 

 

Operation is similar to the Update. 

When creating a new Shape though, you must enter a name before saving it. 

 

Note the distinction between Point Shapes and Circles.  

A point within VAPSDB3 has a size. This is for display purposes in the program. In any Shape file that 

is created, it will not have a size. Circles will though.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Saving and Loading Polygons 

 

Save Selected Polygons allows you to save as a Shape file or as a PolySav file that can be loaded later 

by VAPSDB3.  

Only selected Polygons will be included in the output. 

 

If you save as PolySav then you can load the file later if desired, using Load Polygons. This is useful if 

using multiple databases of the same or adjoining blocks for example. You may have defined a list of 

Uphole or exclusion zones that need to be shared. Instead of having to enter the values for each DB, 

you can just load them. 

The file is a text file in a specific and rigid format. 

It can be edited, but it is not recommended. 

 

 

 

Enabling 
The Show Polygons must be selected to display Polygons.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Settings 

 

Additional settings are available by clicking Setup in the top left. 

 

 

 

 

Most are obvious, but Blob Size is provided to increase or decrease the size of the point drawn. 

If line spacing is say 150m and point spacing 50m, then if the point is drawn at 25mx25m, we see 

individual lines rather than a smooth, continuous display. You can adjust these to suit your needs. 



                       

                                           25x25               50x150 

Any changes made here will not be applied until you click the apply button. This is because an areal 

display typically takes some time to redraw, and is best to make all changes rather than have to wait 

until redraw is complete before making another. 

The Colour bar/colour mapping is provide here in case you want to change several attributes worth 

of colours. Simply select the attribute and then the colour. Click Set to save it. This probably won’t 

get much use. 

 

 

List 

  

The list menus has the usual options, which are fairly obvious. Only KML Overlay is covered here. 

Google Earth allows for “Overlays”. These are image files that are positioned over the GE image. 

These can be useful because displaying many thousands of points in Google Earth is just not viable – 

it locks up or becomes unresponsive. An image however is a single entity. 

 

The dialog shown below lets you output an overlay file which can be opened by Google earth. 



The entries are very 

obvious and require little 

explanation. 

 

What is less obvious is the 

ability of the transform to 

adjust for the problem we 

will always have of trying 

to fit a flat image to a 

spherical surface – 3 edges 

are OK, but the 4th does 

not cooperate. 

This means that an overlay 

may not exactly match 

features where you need it 

to. 

 

The transform can be used 

to not only place the 

overlay correctly, but to 

twist and offset it slightly 

so your area of interest is 

covered correctly. 

 

This will become more 

obvious with use. 



Scatter 

 

 



The usual scatter graph display 

 

All available attributes can be displayed 

 

 

The available vibs for the selected range are shown. They can be 

selected or deselected at will. Each vib’s colour can be defined by 

clicking on the coloured box. 

 

Any changes are immediately 

reflected in the display legend on the 

right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



For crews that do not work 

24 hour days, you can specify 

start and end hour for the 

display: 

 

 

 

  

 

Full 24 hour display 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Display of actual work hours  

 

 

 

 

 

Scales and Limits 

 

These are available from the top menu. 



Some attribute have an implied upper or lower value. 

Phase for example is always displayed as +/- xx. 

In this case, it is the High value that has effect, so Low is 

disabled.  Experiment with the usage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Limits page is 

available here also, but 

remember that limits are 

global. IE they may well 

affect other displays. And 

limits are generally fairly 

firmly set for a job. Be 

sure you are doing the 

right thing if changing 

them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nav Mode is a special case. For VE464, it is common to operate in stakeless or near stakeless mode. 

In this case, final source positions and elevations are returned from the vibrator, and the GPS system 

operates in RTK mode. 

The Nav mode status returned from the Vib GPS in this case should be 5 (or in rare cases 4), 

indicating RTK Float operation. Anything else implies an inaccurate position. 

 

Crews that operate conventionally, have a survey team surveying each and every source position, so 

the vibrator GPS’s do not need to operate in RTK mode and will typically be DGPS. In this case 2 is an 

acceptable status. 

 



Older VAPS files, such as from VE432 or early versions of VE464 may not have an entry for Nav 

Status. In this case you can set it to zero, which will stop the program from flagging it as bad. 

 

 

Other Settings 

 

Available from the top menu. 

 

 

 

No explanation is required. 

 

 

 

 



Listings 

 

You can list Out of Spec (OOS) sweeps or all sweeps for the selected day. 

You should first specify which attributes you want to list, by selecting Setup from the drop down 

menu as shown. 

 

 

Select the attributes you want, and the type of list output you want. If you also select ‘Open Listing’ 

then the results will be displayed in Excel after they are created (If you have selected Text as the 

output format, then the results will always be displayed). 

You can generate the listing from here with either List OOS or List All. 

 

For Text and CSV outputs, Out of spec attributes are marked with asterisks (e.g. *76*) 

 

If outputting XML, the OOS attributes are highlighted: 



 

In the case of invalid Eastings or Northings (IE for Lift, Ethernet, Wait Status etc.), The SPS will be 

queried and these coordinates used if available. 

 

You do not need to use the setup feature each time. Once you have decided on the attributes you 

want, you can simply select List then OOS or All to generate the listing: 

 

 

Shape Files 

 

A shape file for the current selection can be output if desired 



Availability 

 

Availability works by breaking the day down into time windows and counting activity for each 

vibrator within that window. 

As there are many factors affecting production rates and where and when vibrators are and can be 

available, this display is probably best kept away from offsite Junior Managers. 

Usage is straightforward: 

 

 

Select and load the desired day 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

And Set the appropriate display options  

 

 

 

 

 

 

A numeric listing of results is available by clicking ‘Numerics’ 

 

Be aware though that adjusting ‘Min Vibs Required’ will have no effect on the 

listing, unless the data is reloaded. 

 

If Min Vibs Required is not selected, then there will be no colour highlighting 

in the listing 



 

 

Listing Results 
Right Click on the list display to bring up a selection menu 

 

Or click List in the top menu bar 

 

If text listing is selected then results will be displayed in Notepad immediately. For CSV and XML 

listings, they will be displayed if the “Open Listing After Create” option is selected in Settings. 

 

 



Other Settings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can adjust colours as you see fit 

 

Other settings are fairly obvious. 

 

 



Production 

 

 

Production Times and statistics are generated here. 

 

The settings are fairly obvious.  

Non Recording time is used on crews that do not record 24 Hours per 

day. If you are a 24 Hour operation, then set this to zero and any delays 

greater than the downtime setting will be counted as downtime. 

Vibrators per fleet is shared with the ‘Fleet’ dialog. Change it here and it 

changes in Fleet. 

Sweeps per VP is how we determine a complete VP, as the VAPS file is a 

log of sweep per vib. A VP is defined here as being a point shot by the 

same fleet with the number of sweeps being equal or greater than the 

Sweeps/VP specified. 

The ‘Calculate Production’ option is provided so that you can save the 

delay in waiting for the production calculations to complete if all you want is the Up/Down image. 

You can right click on the display panel to copy or save the image. 



Settings and Colours 

 

This is very much like any of the other settings dialogs in the program: 

 

Not much explanation needed except for Presets and Bar Height 

The 3 presets produce the following displays (in order): 

 

 

 

 



But you can adjust colours as you see fit and create a display that suits your needs. 

Bar Height allows you to adjust the height of the Time Bar if you want. 

From this: 

 

To This 

 

In truth, it isn’t much use, but during development, I could not decide on an optimum height, so 

made it variable. 35 is a good value to use. 

 

Notes on calculated times 
Time periods at the start and end of days may be Non-Recording, or up or down time depending on 

the parameters set. 

In a 24 hour operation, the program assumes that the crew as working the day before, so any period 

at the start of day less than the defined Downtime delay will be considered up time. The same 

applies at the end of the day. So you may well see something like this: 

 

The first and last entries are not mistakes, they resolve the relevant periods.  

This is slightly different to displays from SLX2, which considered start and end of day Non recording. 

Total Active time however is calculated as: (Time of the last VP- Time of the first VP) 

Total Recording time includes the first and last periods of the day if they are considered uptime 

 



Notes on Production Listing 
Currently only VPs that have less than the required Vibs are counted as valid VPs. Sweeps with status 

errors are included in the count. This will likely change in future versions. 

But in any case, the VAPS file does not know about void files (line breaks, noise on line etc.) so some 

points additional points may well be rejected by QC later on. 

So, the production listing should only be used as an estimate and a guide. 

The reshot points listing shows points where a VP has more than the specified number of sweeps. 

Again, use this as a guide to understanding what happened, and refer to the Obs logs. 

Future versions of the program may compare against SPS to detect missing points, but this is in the 

distant future, if at all. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



History 

 

It can be useful to monitor vibrator average performance over a long period of time. This allows you 

to see if one or more vibrators performance drifts away from the others. The History display displays 

the daily average of the selected attribute for each vibrator. 

 

Any attribute can be displayed: 

 

 

 

 

Select the desired date range and click Load 

 

 



 

 

 

 

In the case of Status Code and Nav 

mode, there are several sub 

attributes that can be shown. These 

are available from the drop down list 

when either Status Code or Nav 

Mode have been selected. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Any vibrator that is detected as active in the selected range is 

enabled on load. You can disable or enable any that you want. 

Colours can be set by clicking on the coloured box for eact vib. 

Changes are immediately seen in the 

colour legend on the display: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scales 
These are available from the top menu, or the right click menu 

Some attributes have an implied upper or lower value. 

Phase for example is always displayed as +/- xx. 

In this case, it is the High value that has effect, and Low is 

disabled. Experiment with the usage. 

 

 

 

 

 



Other Settings 

 

 

Colours can be adjusted as you see fit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Listing Results 

 

Results can be output in the usual three formats. 

If Text is selected, the results will be always be displayed immediately in Notepad. 

If CSV or XML selected, then they will be opened in Excel if so specified in Settings: 

 

Only the selected Vibs will be displayed. 

Blank entries indicate that the specific vib was not used on that day 

 

 

 

 



Fleet 

 

Fleet operates in much the same way as the Areal display, except that it displays the Average of 

selected attribute for the sweep. IE if there are 4 Vibs in your fleet, the result is the average of the 4 

vibs, not the individual vib results as in Areal. 

The big difference is in the ability to detect out of spec conditions and list or display points that 

require reshooting. 

As with Areal, you can load a range or all entries in the database, you also have the convenience 

options of Yesterday and Today, which are usually what we are most interested in from a crew QC 

perspective. 

 

 

Setup, Colours, Limits, Polygons etc. 
These are the same as for Areal and warrant no further discussion here 

 

 



Reshoot Rules 

 

Clicking Reshoot Rules Brings up this dialog: 

 

Here you specify what you want to trigger a “Reshoot Required” Flag. Most of it will be obvious.  

Here you also specify the number of vibs in your fleet and the control mode in use. These are 

checked when retrieving results from the database. 



Reshoot window specifies the number of days the program will look ahead for a point that has been 

flagged for reshoot. Obviously if you are looking at the most recently acquired data, it won’t do 

much, but if you are looking at a range of data acquired days or weeks earlier, you can verify that 

bad points have in deed been reshot. The reason for the Window is that block can be shot with 

zippers or double off end and the same point deliberately acquired more than once. 

As noted in Red in the dialog, some statuses will always result in a “Reshoot Required” flag. 

Be careful when setting these rules. If you have many error conditions, then the program will slow 

down significantly because it has to look for the reshoots. So select the ones that really matter in 

your operation. 

 

Once you have set the rules, you can load data.  

Remember that the rules are applied when loading data here, not at file load. So you can change the 

Reshoot Rules and reload data from the database here at any time. 

 

Here we see a graphical display with all points shown. Very similar to the Areal display, but it is 

showing the Average of the fleet, not individual Vibs. 

 

What we probably want is to see though is that out of spec points have been reshot. So select 

Numeric QC and “Reshoot Required” from the drop down box: 

 



 

This will bring up a list as expected – you can resize the window to show all columns or use the scroll 

bar at the bottom. 

 

We can see most out of spec points were reshot, but some were not. You can then refer to the 

observer report for explanations and if not available, water board or otherwise interrogate him. 

 



Point Detailed View 
To find out more about a point, you can DoubleClick on any row in the list. This will bring up a 

detailed view of the attributes and statuses for the point: 

 

You can click on either the buttons or an entry in the table to change the graph 

The Red Lines indicate the Limits that have been set, the blue line is the calculated average.

 

The “Next/Previous Buttons move you to the next or previous point in the list. You can click and hold 

them down to scan though automatically. 



Deleting Points 
Points can be deleted from the list by right clicking and then clicking Delete Entry on the popup 

message. This can be useful if you want to remove points that have been flagged, but are not really 

errors – Similarities for example. This will delete the entry from the database permanently! If you 

want it back, you will have to reload the file. 

 

 

 

 

List and KML 3D View 

 

The list menu allows you to output what is shown on the screen. IE. If you have selected “All” then 

all points will be output, if “Not Reshot” is selected, then only these points will be output. 

 

 

Only KML 3D View is unique to Fleet. All the other entries are effectively covered elsewhere. 

KML allows for the creation and display of polygons. These can be used to create pseudo 3D overlays 

or to visually describe a feature or attribute: 

 

In truth, it isn’t a great deal of use for day to day QC, but it can keep junior managers amused while 

you get on with real work. 

 



The dialog allows you to set parameters for the output: 

 

As with KML Overlay, you can apply a transform if desired. 

A problem with these displays is that some 

attributes can be very close to zero (Phase) or quite 

large (Stiffness) or not vary by much (Force). To get 

a visually appealing image we can scale, offset and 

exaggerate the results.  

Polygon Scalar is a simple multiplier 

Polygon Exaggeration allows you to apply a 

coefficient eg squaring or cubing the value. This has 

the effect of exaggerating the height of values 

further away from zero (1.5 or 2 is usually good 

enough). The maximum allowed is 4. 

Polygon offset is a value subtracted from the value. 

For example a typical force level is 75%. If you want 

to see differences more clearly, you can apply an 

offset of 60 and an exaggeration of 3. 

These values are set to get the display you want and 

are specific to the attribute displayed. 

 

 



The entries indicated here specify the ‘Camera’ 

or ‘Eye’ position. IE the observation point. 

 

Play with them to get the display you want 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The polygon size allows you to make the block 

bigger or smaller depending on your needs. If 

displaying “Reshoot Required” for example, there 

is likely very few points, which may be difficult to 

see, so you can make the block much bigger, say 

300m x 300m. 

If trying to relate a problem to a geographical 

feature though, you probably want it smaller. 

 

Adjust as needed. 

 



Export 

 

 

The Export dialog looks quite intimidating, but is intended to be easy to use. 

 

First specify what you want extracted from the database – here we see Line, Point, Easting Northing, 

Mass Warning, Plate Warning and Nav Mode. But any combination is allowed, including duplicates if 

the ‘Allow Duplicates’ option is selected. 

 

To select an attribute for export, simply double click on the entry in the relevant list box. It will 

appear in the right most’ Output’ box. 

You can adjust the order of the output list by clicking an entry in the Output box and using the green 

Up and down arrows to position it where you want. The red X will delete a selected entry and the 

white page looking button lower down will erase the list entirely. 

 



Once you have specified what you want output, specify which vibrators to output. 

 

 It is quite obvious how to use this section. Except perhaps for the Groups Buttons, G1 to G8. 

These are provided for convenience, and in many cases will not be needed. They allow you to set up 

lists of vib numbers and assign them to a button. If for example the crew is operating in DS3 or DS4 

mode, vibs will be separated by large distances, and will seldom swap around between North and 

South (or East and West). In this case, if you only want to output results from one set of vibs, you 

can assign them a button. 

Click Setup Groups, you will see this: 

 

Here we are assigning Vibs 6, 14, 22 and 30 to G1. 

So when you click G1 in the export dialog they will be set. 

 

Now we move onto the sections that allow you to isolate the entries you really want. 

 

Here you can specify a bounding box of coordinates. If ‘Inside’ is selected then any points inside the 

box will be considered. If ‘Outside’, then strangely enough only points outside the bounding box will 

be included. The buttons for Block Extents and Paste are Obvious. 



The ‘Use’ selection tells the program that you want to use these coordinates as limits. You don’t 

have to, other ways of limiting the result set are available: 

 

Here you can specify the Line and point limits to use if desired. 

 

Or a date range 

 

 

Or some additional criteria 

 

 

All these work together as an ‘AND’ function. IE all conditions for all the criteria enabled with the 

respective ‘Use’ selections have to be true for the point to be output. 

 

Finally (almost) you specify how the output list is to be sorted: 

 

Here by DSD 

 

Then you tell the program what format to output the data: 

 

Be aware that if your criteria allows for many points, it may take some time for the output file to be 

created and even longer for it to be opened and displayed if “Auto Open” is selected. 



When you are satisfied with the criteria, click Start and you will be presented with a dialog allowing 

you to specify the output file name and location: 

 

If you have elected to output multiple formats, the file name remains the same, the extention is 

changed as appropriate. 

The only indication that you will receive of the export in progress will be this: 

 

It will clear when the export is complete. 

You will not be able to perform any other operations while the export is underway. 

 

 

 

 

 



Misc 

 

Here a few items that don’t fit anywhere else. 

Reset Form Locations is useful in the case of using multiple monitors and reverting to 1 as maybe 

the case with a laptop. It can easily happen that some of the displays are on a screen that is no 

longer present. Resetting the form locations brings everything back to the main screen. 

Status Codes is simply a convenience – I can never remember what all the codes mean. 

Concatenate VAPS Files 
Some crews provide VAPS files by swath or other criteria. Vibrator QC is done by day, and that is 

how the program expects data to be presented – a single file for each day. Although it will load and 

handle multiple files for a day, some features, like History and Availability will not give correct 

results. This is because these results are calculated after each file is loaded. 

So, this option allows you to concatenate multiple VAPS files into one file, and remove duplicate 

entries and output in various orderings. 

 

It is very obvious how it is used – select the output option ‘Time (Normal)’ is the usual one, click 

start, select your input files. These will be loaded, often very quickly and you will get a prompt for an 

output file. Enter a name and the files will be created. 

Note that in the event of more than 1 day being present in the selected files, a file will be generated 

for each day found, with ‘_JDxxx’ appended to your specified file name. The limitation on this is no 

more than 1 year’s set of files. IE do not include 3-March-2021 and 3-March-2022 as they are the 

same ordinal day. 

 



Change Log 
Build 1.1.0.270  17-Feb-2018 

 Fixed issue of error in Patterns if no SPS loaded 

 Fixed Issue in Patterns where if no data for selected range, load was disabled 

 Scatter Graph and History Limit line thickness can now be set (JM) 

 Scatter Listing implemented 

 

Build 1.1.0.324  21-Feb-2018 

 Fix issue in Patterns where resizing the dialog does not keep the draw area square. Now 

circles remain as circles 

 Added Listing to History 

 

Build 1.1.0.385  14-Mar-2018 

 Added listing to Vib Stats 

 Fixed possible crash in Vib Stats is data not loaded 

 Added listing to Availability 

 

Build 1.1.0.929  19-Apr-2018 

 Added Export Dialog 

 Added Shapefile export to listing in Patterns (OOS points) 

 Add listing to Areal – Text, CSV and SHP only. XML takes too long for big data sets 

 Added Easting/Northing to mouse position in Areal 

 Added listing of rejected files when loading data 

 Added Nav Mode to Limits – some crews don’t use RTK so good status can be 2 (DGPS) 

instead of 5 (RTK Float), but you can specify anything including zero in case no Nav Status 

reported 

 Updated Polygons dialogs – see instructions for use 

 Fixed possible issue if delete the current database – could not create a new one 

 Fixed issue where Vib 1 was reported as zero sweeps in Availability 

 Fixed possible crash in Stats if no Bad sweeps in the selected range 

 Updated About Box 

 Fixed issue of pasting cords from Excel (new Project and Update Parameters) 

 Changed the way Out of Bounds points are handled in Load. Points with 0,0 as cords will 

always be loaded as we need these for QC purposes. If the option for ‘Ignore Points Outside 

Block Extents’ is selected, then any points outside the bounding area, but >0 will be ignored. 

 

Build 1.1.0.1367  6-Aug-2019 

 Add Prj File creation for Shape files 

 Fix setting dialog error in Areal settings - colour bar settings 

 Fix scrolling and scroll bar issue in Stats 



 Fix Areal scaling for Av and peak phase  - can set low and high values now 

 Added a couple of tooltips in the Export Dialog 

 Added 'Suggested File Names' Dialog and logic 

 Add SPS access to the Patterns Menu 

 Add remember form positions and sizes 

 Add Reset form positions and sizes to main form - Misc menu 

 Fix bug in Patterns that could cause a crash 

 Fix Display of colour bar in Areal Colour selection 

 Fix display of polygons where polygons bigger than the display area were not plotted 

properly 

 Increased number of segments allowed in a polygon to 60 

 Fixed crash when exiting program with a display still open 

 Fixed possible crash when updating limits and lots to plot 

 Improve Scale dialogs in Scatter and History mode displays 

 

Build 1.1.0.2831  2-Oct-2019 

 Add KML Overlay output 

 Add Status Codes List (Convenience Feature – I can never remember then all) 

 Add ‘Fleet’ display and QC 

 Fix Minor error in loading files 

 Fix possible crash on selecting a project when none created 

 Add KML 3D (Polygon) output – only in Fleet for now 

 Add Save and Load Limits to the Limits dialog 

 

Build 1.1.0.3059  21-May-2021 

 Added estimated velocity to Areal display 

 Fix error in Fleet where vib count was not incremented correctly resulting in reshoot 

required for too few vibs 

 

Build 1.1.0.3200  13-June-2021 

 Remove remnant of debug code that could cause an obscure problem if selecting custom 

Stats display under some conditions 

 Fixed Vib Colours in scatter plot and history- some colours mismatched the vib 

 Add borders to high Vib colour boxes in Scatter 

 Vib Legend in Scatter and History - now shows all active vibs - was limited to 32 

 Added Geodetic transforms to Export 

 Added Array Size distribution and Azimuth Distribution to Patterns. Note that points with 

only 1 vib are not included in the distribution calculations or plot 

 Added Full Text listing to Patterns – note that points with 1 vib are listed with a blank 

Azimuth 

 

 



Build 1.1.0.3369  5-January-2022 

 Fixed possible crash in Vibstat display if too few sweeps available in selection 

 Added DX80 to Vib types 

 Added get SPS from 508 Raw log file – crews are reluctant to give planned cords until it is 

too late for some reason, but this is available in the 508 log file. 

 Added VAPS file concatenator routine under Misc on the start form 

 Improve Pattern Display of Single VP, when only 1 vib per fleet (Vib and COG were 

coincident). 

 

Build 1.1.0.3738  1-June-2022 

 Fix issue in loading where GGA string has been moved – not sure yet if this is a Sercel or crew 

issue 

 Added ‘Production Times’ to Availability. This provides production Listings also 

 

To Do 
Add support for VibPro VM files + Sercel Extended QC and maybe GF files 

Add Zoom function in Areal 

Add Areal Deviation display 

Add Labels to Polygons 

Fleet differences 

Historic Production graph and stats 

Production calcs to include options to reject bad status points 

 

 

 

 

 

 


